Using the Audio CDs and Blackline Masters

SPECIAL FEATURES OF THE SERIES

Audio CDs
Each level has 2 audio CDs—CD A and CD B—that are organized into tracks. Each track has a number (e.g., CD A12) to help the teacher easily find it on a CD player. The audio CDs have a variety of songs, chants, and stories in both child and adult voices. At the Explore level, the songs have an exciting sound for older children, and the stories feature a variety of voices and accents.

Blackline Masters
Many of the blackline masters (BLMs) are picture word cards that the teacher can print out and use when teaching a lesson. Some BLMs are used for games or workbook activities, and they can be printed or photocopied multiple times.

Name:

Sing and enjoy thinking about God’s beautiful creation. When you’ve learned the song well, sing it in a round with 2 groups of students when the first group starts to sing “Land, land, lots of land,” the second group begins to sing “We’re having a ball.”

Having a Ball

We’re having a ball on a great big ball,
A great big ball called Earth.

And it has—
Land, land, lots of land—
Mountains, plains, and valleys;
Oceans, lakes, and rivers.

(Repeat.)
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